pounds. The three centre men alone weighed 607. The average weight of the Pennsylvania eleven was 179 pounds, against an average of 180 for the Harvard team.

Professor Nutting gave the Zoology class a very interesting talk Monday morning on the origin and results of the deep-sea dredging expeditions which have been sent out by the British government and by the United States.

The geology department received an interesting fossil the other day. It is a portion of the scapula of the mastodon, and was found in Wapello county, Iowa. The whole bone would probably be three or four feet wide. The specimen is donated by Harry Weaver.

The four captains of the Yale Athletic teams Monday issued the most unique circular ever sent out of Yale. A copy was sent to each member of the university. His age, weight, etc., were asked and also his previous athletic record and his aspirations in athletic lines. In this way the captains hope to be able to locate definitely the athletic material in the Freshman class for baseball, crew and track athletic purposes.

Bowdoin College, which institution now has the largest enrollment in its history, will celebrate its centennial. It is to be a big event and should be interesting for all students, and Sr. and will be held on the last day of April.